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Chairman’s Column
The Victory Medal for 2019 has been awarded to Dr Matthew Tanner
MBE, the director and chief executive of Brunel’s SS Great Britain Trust.
Matthew was initially appointed as curator of SS Great Britain in 1997,
became the director in 2000 and led the team that delivered the £13 million
conservation and regeneration project. The medal was presented to
Matthew on board HMS Victory by SNR Vice-President Richard Harding
after the Society’s AGM on 15 June 2019
Matthew has not only achieved remarkable results over the years but has
demonstrated great dedication in the preservation and restoration of the
SS Great Britain. He has set new worldwide standards in the conservation
of historic ships and also in the scientific approach or interpretation of
ships themselves.
Much of the scientific and historical research he has instigated has been
published and he has also formed a partnership and collaboration between
the trust and the University of Bristol, which led to the creation of the
Brunel Institute, a learning and archive centre, in 2010. In 2018 the SS
Great Britain Trust opened a new museum, Being Brunel. Matthew was
awarded the MBE for services to maritime conservation in 2007 and the
trust itself has been the recipient of numerous awards over the past 15
years, including UK Museum of the Year and the Micheletti Prize for
European Industrial and Scientific Museum of the year.
Although Matthew’s original focus was the conservation and restoration
of the SS Great Britain, he has broadened the scope of the trust to set the
ship in a wider context. This work incorporates not only Brunel and his
work generally, but also the maritime history of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Recently Matthew has initiated plans to incorporate
and restore the adjacent Albion dry dock, thus bringing ship building and
repair back to the heart of Bristol.
For many years Matthew has played key parts in other related activities.
He is a vice-chairman of the Association of Independent Museums, a
member of the Canal & River Trust Museum Advisory Board, a trustee
for Bristol Old Vic and is a Non-Executive Director of Destination Bristol
Ltd. He also chairs the Bristol Harbourside Forum, and is a vice-president
of the Bristol Underfall Yard Trust.
The award of this year’s Victory Medal, as well as recognizing Matthew’s
contributions to maritime conservation and restoration, also reminds us of
the link between the Society and the SS Great Britain Trust. The Society
and individual members, including Ewan Corlett, contributed much time
and effort to save this unique ship half a century ago and it is remarkable
to see what has been achieved during the past 20 years under Matthew’s
leadership and guidance. The link will be demonstrated in September
by a conference under the joint auspices of the SS Great Britain and the
Society for Nautical Research, and mark the fiftieth anniversary of the
SNR co-ordinating her salvage in 1969 and then her return to Bristol. The
conference, Connecting the Oceans, will be held at Bristol on Friday 6–
Saturday 7 September.
The nineteenth century was a period of astonishing change in the
maritime world. The advent of steam technology ended the age-old
dependence on wind and tide, shortened voyages, ended some trades
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and enabled others, destroyed or made entire professions, caused the
demise of many ports and contributed to the rise of others, and brought
prosperity to individuals, cities, and entire regions. The SS Great Britain,
and the variety of roles she played in her long life – ocean liner, troop
ship, emigrant ship, collier – epitomizes these remarkable developments,
and will provide an iconic venue for a major conference to discuss these
themes. The involvement of the Society marks and remembers the major
contribution of the Society, and individual members of it, to the campaign
to save and bring home this unique ship.
I encourage members to support the conference, tickets are available at:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/connecting-the-oceanstickets-63420509451

Editor’s Notes
Welcome to the August edition of Topmasts, and thank you to all those
who have contributed articles and provided news items and other copy
for this edition.
In this edition Rod Macdonald writes about a wreck in the Clyde of a
ship with a hold full of beer that has remained in place for over 120 years.
He also gives a fascinating account of the experience of diving on a wreck,
describing the excitement of seeing for yourself what lies on the seabed
around our shores. That is followed by an account of an experiment carried
out to establish the efficiency of salting as a method of storing meat, and
just how much of the nutritional value is lost in the process. The last of the
articles describes a difficult Atlantic convoy of 1706, and the hazards faced
by seamen at that time.
The Chairman has already mentioned the coming conference organized
jointly by SNR and SS Great Britain, and it also features in the Conferences
section, so I will say nothing about it, other than to say that I look forward
to seeing many of you there. I am sure it will be a fascinating conference,
in a wonderful setting.
One of the hazards of publishing Topmasts at the beginning of August is
that some of the autumn and winter lecture programmes have not yet been
published. However, I have included a few websites for you to keep an eye
on and hopefully find the best of the September and October lectures. The
full programmes will be published as usual in the November edition.
Please keep the articles and news items coming in, whether you are a
member of SNR, or an interested passer-by on the internet.
Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts
Nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk

Deep in the Clyde Among Burrell’s Beer
Some 60 years after his death, Sir William Burrell (1861–1958) is still a
household name in Scotland, forever associated with the Burrell Art Collection
which is now housed in a fine gallery at Pollok Park. His roots were firmly
in the Clyde; and while the Burrell Collection is internationally famous,
3
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a less well-known leg
acy of his family’s
huge shipping empire
lies silently in the dark
depths of the Clyde,
a beautiful, graceful
steamship, the SS
Wallachia.
The Wallachia was
a small iron single
screw steamer built by
Oswald Mordaunt &
Sons in Southampton
Image courtesy of Rod Macdonald, Whittles Publishing
and launched in 1883.
She was 259.2 feet long with a beam of 36.1 feet, a draught of 18 feet and
a gross registered tonnage of 1,724 tons. She had a raised fo’c’stle and
two foredeck holds, their hatches separated by her foremast. Her central
composite superstructure held the bridge forward with the boiler and
engine rooms immediately abaft. She had three aft holds with large hatches
for hold nos 3 and 4, her main mast and a smaller hatch to hold no. 5.
After two years plying William Burrell & Sons’ West Indies passage,
at 10 a.m. on 29 September 1895 the Wallachia departed Queen’s Dock,
Glasgow on a journey across the Atlantic to Trinidad and Demerara in the
West Indies. Her holds were full to capacity with a valuable cargo of coal,
gin, whisky, beer and other essentials intended to ease the rigours of life
in the West Indies.
A heavy fog hung in the air, making navigation in the tight waters of the
Clyde difficult and forcing her to halt her journey at noon off the Tail of
the Bank near Greenock until conditions improved. The fog lifted in the
early afternoon and Wallachia resumed her passage down the 50 miles of
the Firth of Clyde. Just after 4 p.m., as the fog thickened once again, she
went aground on a shoal off Innellan Pier, near the southmost point of the
Cowal Peninsula. Thankfully the tide was rising, and she soon had come
off the bank and was able to resume her journey south.
About 10 minutes
later however, at 4.10
p.m., about 1 mile east
of Toward Point a large
steamship
suddenly
materialized out of the
fog bearing down on
the Wallachia on her
starboard bow. Her
skipper had no time
to take avoiding action
– he ordered all hands
clear of the fo’c’stle just
before the bows of the
1,406 grt Norwegian
steamship Flos sliced
into her shell plating.
4
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The captain of the Flos kept his engines ahead, plugging the gap as
the order to abandon the Wallachia was given. Her four lifeboats were
lowered and her crew of 22 were successfully able to get off the stricken
steamer. The captain of the Flos then ordered his engines astern – and after
extricating his ship from the Wallachia he made an unsuccessful attempt
to take her in tow. Twenty-five minutes after being rammed, Wallachia
disappeared from sight beneath the dark waters of the Clyde.
The sunken steamship was soon forgotten about – her wreck disappeared
from the Admiralty charts in 1905 and her memory passed into oblivion
for 80 years until she was rediscovered for sport diving in 1977 by the
Girvan Scottish Sub Aqua Club. Today she is a popular wreck dive in the
Clyde – her fine lines are so distinctive of nineteenth-century steamships.
She is a relic of a bygone age, a tantalizing glimpse of the majestic days of
steam.
One of her aft holds, the hatch some 25 feet square and the hold itself
30 feet deep, is still filled to just a few feet from its top with hundreds of
distinctive green and brown beer bottles, most still with their contents and
corks intact. The bottles come in four sizes, larger pale ale bottles about a
foot high and smaller bottles for stout. Many of the corks still clearly bear
the words ‘McEwan’s Edinburgh’ along their sides and look as fresh as the
day they were put in.
William Burrell entered the family shipping firm Burrell & Son in 1876
at the age of 15. On his father’s death in 1885, he and his elder brother took
over the management of the firm and under their shrewd guidance the
firm reached a position of international standing in worldwide tramping.
Following a bold and simple formula, in a period of depression the brothers
would order a large number of steam ships to be built at rock bottom
prices. They gambled that by the time the ships were ready, the recession
would have bottomed out. They could then easily win business with new
ships ready to meet growing demand as the economy surged – and they
were consequently able to undercut their competitors. After several years
of boom trading, they would sell their fleet when the market was at a high
and then simply tick over until the next recession when the cycle would
be repeated.
In 1893–4 12 ships were built and the ten-year-old steamship Wallachia
was purchased. A few years later, the entire fleet was sold at great profit.
In 1905 they ordered 20
new steamers and then
eight more in 1909/10.
Between 1913 and 1916,
with dramatic rises in
the value of ships as a
result of the Great War,
they sold practically
the entire fleet once
again. With his share of
the proceeds, William
Burrell then devoted his
life to his all-consuming
passion: amassing a
SS Wallachia, lost in the Clyde in 1895 on a voyage to the West Indies
vast art collection. In
5
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1944 the Burrell Collection was gifted to the City of Glasgow by the now
Sir William and Lady Burrell. It is one of the most varied and important
collections in the UK.
A dive on the Wallachia starts out with the divers meeting up at a
suitable slip, such as at Inverkip or Largs. The dive boat, usually a rigid
inflatable (RIB) will be launched and all the divers’ kit, air tanks, weight
belts loaded in. The engine fires up, and the bow is turned towards the site
of the sinking more than 100 years ago. As the wreck site approaches, the
serious business of picking the wreck up on the echo sounder kicks in.
All eyes are fixed on the bottom trace of the echo sounder and then, right
on cue, the bottom-line leaps vertically up from a depth of 35 metres to
25–30 metres. The Wallachia lies directly underneath now, in the perpetual
darkness of the depths of the Clyde. A grappling hook is dropped slightly
up current and as the RIB drifts down current, the hook snags into the
wreck.
The divers get kitted up methodically. Some are apprehensive of the dive
– everyone knows the waters of the Clyde will offer only pitch darkness
at depth. Many of the divers will be confronting fears deeply rooted in
man; claustrophobia, fear of the dark, of drowning. Diving is an intense
personal challenge.
Finally, after each diver has done a safety check of his diving companion’s
kit, they are ready for the dive. Each diver in turn rolls backwards off the
dive boat and enters the water upside down in a froth of bubbles, before
finning over to the grapple line. The water visibility here at the surface is
only a few metres and the line disappears down into the darkness beneath.
Torches on, it is time for the descent.
Keeping a good hold of the rope the divers start to free fall down towards
the wreck. What surface light there is soon fades and then disappears. The
divers are enveloped by the darkness, disappearing from the sight of those
still on the RIB. To let go of the rope in the darkness and gentle current of
the Clyde here means that the divers would be drifted downstream of the
wreck and miss it completely.
The descent itself takes but a couple of minutes – but seems to go on for
an eternity. The divers regularly check their dive computers which monitor
their depth as they go down. The readout scrolls, 5 metres down, 10 metres
down, 15 metres, 20 metres. The pulse quickens as the divers know they will
be hitting the wreck soon. Twenty-five metres, almost there.
Finally, the powerful beam of the torch picks out a heavily corroded
section of the wreck, close to the bow – it is strangely comforting to see
that here in this hostile and seemingly impenetrable darkness there lies
something man-made. The divers cannot see each other, only the beam
from each others’ torches shredding the darkness like a light sabre in a Star
Wars movie, a welcome sign that someone else is there with you sharing
the eerie experience.
The wreck sits on an even keel and is well settled into the silt. The divers
move forward and the fo’c’stle rises up in their torch beams and here on
the starboard side of the bow is evidence of the force of the collision that
sank her. A large gash has been cut in her shell plating by the bows of the
Flos, such that a diver can swim through. After the bows of the Flos sliced
into the bow of the Wallachia, the captain of the Flos kept his engines
ahead, keeping the two ships locked together in a deadly embrace and
6
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plugging the gap until such time as the crew of the Wallachia had safely
abandoned ship. He had then put his engines astern and as he did so, tons
of water flooded through the tear in the Wallachia’s side and she started to
settle quickly by the bow.
Heading aft from the bow and passing over the two silt-filled foredeck
holds, the divers are soon confronted with a wall of corroded metal,
the sheer rise of the front of the bridge superstructure, with its forward
looking portholes and entry doors either side – the roof of the bridge has
rotted away completely.
Immediately behind the bridge, the divers pass by the captain’s quarters.
Then, an ominous black hole appears in the deckhouse roof, some 6 feet
wide, where the smokestack of this coal burner once stood, its steel long
ago rotted completely away. Dropping down the smokestack aperture, the
divers arrive in the engine room, the engine itself still sitting on the centre
line with catwalks along either side. Above, the distinctive sky lights of the
engine room’s pitched roof, the glass long gone, allow easy exit.
Once outside the wreck again the divers fin further aft and then drop
down to the main deck. Here they find hold no. 3, which is well filled
with silt. Passing beyond it, they shine their torches into hold no. 4 – the
beer hold – and see an amazing sight. As far as the torch beam can carry
in every direction are hundreds of brown beer bottles poking out of the
silt. The hatch for the hold is 25 feet wide by 25 feet long – and it dawns
on the divers these bottles are stacked up like this from the bottom of the
hold some 30 feet below, the total number must be vast. The dive time on
the wreck is now almost spent and it is time to slowly fin back and to the
grapple rope for the ascent in the darkness towards the distant surface.
Gradually as they ascend, the impenetrable darkness gives way to a
greenness in the water above – which in turn gives way to a lighter brown
as they ascend further. At a depth of 6 metres the divers stop and just hang
on the line for a minute or two to let any rogue bubbles out of their system
before making the final ascent.
As their heads break the surface the RIB comes over to begin the process
of getting the divers out of the water – with a perceptible feeling of relief,
the divers can share their experiences of the majestic Wallachia and the
darkest depths of the Clyde.
Rod Macdonald
Author, Dive Scapa Flow

The Ship Biscuit and Salted Beef Research Project
Experimental Archaeology of Seventeenth-century
Shipboard Food
A resilient ship biscuit from Titanic recently sold for £15,000, making head
lines and captivating the imagination of the public while demonstrating
the ongoing fascination in shipboard food. Limited storage space on
board vessels and the shelf-life of available foods and water resulted in the
challenge of ensuring sailors had adequate water, energy, and nutrients.
For millennia, prior to canning and refrigeration, the length of food storage
relied upon properties of the food, such as low moisture in oatmeal, onions
and cheese, and smoking or storing meat and fish in brine. But even then,
7
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humid conditions and
damage by insects,
rodents, and microbes,
resulted in thousands
of sailors dying from
dietary
deficiencies.
However, as bad as the
food was said to be,
many survived long
voyages eating these
provisions.
On one side, histor
ians speculate that
the food on ships was
acceptable.
Conrad
Heidenreich
and
The SBSB team after unloading the casks on the final day of the experi
Nancy
Heidenreich
ment, 21 October 2018
tracked diets on 18
Arctic voyages between 1576 and 1632 and found that sailors would not have
suffered dietary problems unless their voyages lasted more than six months.
Janet MacDonald doubted that the food on ships was truly as egregious
as portrayed, and that poor-quality food was rarely present. Carla Rahn
Philips wrote that ‘the shipboard diet, though low in certain key nutrients,
was more than adequate in calories, overall balance and most of the vitamins
and minerals, necessary for good health.’
Others believe that the food more often than not went bad due to
fraudulent activity among provisioners and a lack of food preservation
knowledge. Michael Oppenheim cited several instances of naval corruption
that led to miserable conditions on ships. In one amusing occasion he
wrote, ‘One steward attempted to evade an accusation of embezzlement
by declaring that the rats had eaten his books; he might have improved
his defence that his books, being tenderer and more nutritious, were more
likely to tempt the rats.’ Corruption aside, even well-provisioned ships
dealt with spoilage problems due to a lack of food science knowledge and
technology prior to canning and refrigeration.
Some scholars note that, while provisioning may have been adequate
prior to the age of discovery, after the 1490s voyages often lasted up to
eight months or more, rendering the food preservation techniques of the
time inadequate. Especially when sailing into equatorial waters, sailors
had trouble keeping their stores in palatable condition, and the decay of
food was attributed to the pernicious ‘vapours and ayre of the Sea’. Given
that canning was not invented until the nineteenth century, ships sailing
south of latitude 39º N were recommended to replace their usual diet of
beer and salt meat, with wine or brandy, and pudding.
With such varying opinions, what was the usual state of food on ships
prior to canning and refrigeration? Furthermore, how can one objectively
quantify past food quality and nutrition?
To answer these questions and determine if historical records reflect
a true representation of facts, seventeenth-century shipboard food was
replicated in what is now called the Ship Biscuit & Salted Beef Research
Project (SBSB).
8
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Beginning in 2015, archaeo
logical food and faunal data from
wrecks such as Warwick, an
English galleon that sank off the
coast of Bermuda in 1619, were
studied to understand sixteenthand seventeenth-century ship
board food remains from actual
shipwrecks. In addition, inform
ation from historical documents
such as several Hakluyt Society
publications, naval papers, recipe
books, and various other primary
and secondary sources were
collected and analysed. Then, in
August 2017, thanks to generous
support from the Institute of
Nautical Archaeology and Karbach
Brewing Company, the SBSB team,
aided with these archaeological and
historical data, recreated the salted
beef, pork, cod, ship biscuit, wine,
The cask of salted beef on the day it was loaded on to the
beer and other typical shipboard
ship
provisions. Care was taken to
replicate the foods precisely, including gathering the ingredients from their
original seventeenth -century sources when feasible.
For example, the salted beef recipe came from John Collins’s 1682
treatise, Salt and Fishery, and was supplemented with archaeological data.
First, a grass-fed, hormone and antibiotic-free steer was acquired, and
butchered into 4-lb pieces. The beef cuts were then laid in a 42-gallon cask
(tierce) with a thick blanket of French bay salt. The salt, imported from
the Bay of Guérande in the South of France, is produced in saltings and
gathered by hand as it has been for centuries; several recipes specified that
it must be used for curing. Each layer of beef had a thick blanket of this
salt between them to thoroughly dry cure the meat. After twelve days of
salting, the beef was removed, excess salt was shaken off, and the meat
juices that had gathered at the bottom of the tierce were removed and
boiled to produce brine. Meanwhile, more brine was made using natural
aquifer water that was saturated with bay salt until an egg could float in
the solution. The beef was put back into the tierce, and the cooled meat
juices and brine were poured into the cask until it was topped off so that all
the meat was submerged, completing the pickling process. Like the beef,
every food item produced was prepared with care and precision to mimic
the food that would have been on seventeenth-century ships.
Replicated food items were placed on Elissa, the nineteenth-century tall
ship docked in Galveston, Texas, from 19 August to 21 October, 2017.
Each food item had specimens for laboratory testing removed regularly,
which were then prepared similarly to how the sailors would have eaten
the food. For example, in the case of beef, the meat was desalted in the fresh
water stored in a cask on board, and then boiled (alternatively, meat was
also sometimes dragged behind ships in sea water to de-salt it to conserve
9
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fresh water, and then boiled in more seawater, but this method was not
tested due to project logistics). After preparation, the food was subjected
to laboratory tests including nutritional analysis, microbiological analysis,
and flavour profile analysis.
Nutritional analysis, although still underway, appears to confirm that
sailors, if fed standard rations, had adequate protein, lipid, carbohydrate,
and caloric intake. The key nutrient missing was ascorbic acid which was
undetectable in the food; sailors on this diet for prolonged periods suffered
from scurvy. As for the microbiological analyses, it was hypothesized that
the meats, which were boiled prior to microbiological plating, would be
sterile or only grow a monoculture. However, not only did the salted beef
and pork grow several different taxa, including at least three entirely new
species, but the French bay salt itself grew at least eight different culturable
taxa. Although no nitrate was added to the meats, when they were cut
open their interiors were reddish pink (similar to salami or prosciutto),
indicating that the microbes were producing nitrate too. While the interior
of the meats looked acceptable, the flavour profiling, assessed through gas
chromatography–mass spectrometry, indicated that the all foods except
for the dried goods were spoiled according to today’s standards. However,
modern standards on food quality may not hold true in the past, and
some spoilage was probably tolerated back then. Further work is needed
to consolidate the results and produce a comprehensive report on the
subject, which the SBSB team hopes can add new knowledge to seafaring
communities and shipboard life.
Grace E. Tsai
PhD Student, Nautical Archaeology Program
Texas A&M University, College Station

The Atlantic Convoy 1706
And the Final Days of the Warship ‘Hazardous’
On 17 September 1706, about 200 merchant ships escorted by Her Majesty’s
Ships Greenwich, Woolwich, Advice and Hazardous left Chesapeake Bay
for England. The main cargo was tobacco and it was the largest convoy
to leave Virginia to that date. It was also unusually late in the year for a
convoy back to England.
The outgoing convoy from England, escorted by Woolwich and Advice,
had arrived in Virginia in December 1705 and the returning convoy should
have sailed in the spring of 1706. However, with such a valuable cargo
and only two escorts, the convoy was vulnerable to French attack so the
Admiralty had stopped it from sailing until reinforced. Hazardous and
Greenwich were to sail from England on the first fair wind in January 1706
but it was not until mid August that both ships were in Virginia.
Ships from several colonies had collected at Chesapeake expecting the
spring convoy. Ships’ masters were not happy about the delay and many
ships and crews suffered from the long wait. It was claimed ‘that provisions
is not here to be gott for money and if they stay to eat up their Sea Store
they must perish in their passage for want of bread’.
Later, merchants complained that ‘the greatest Part of the Fleet had
been Sixteen Months in their Voyage. By this Length of the Voyage,
10
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HMS ‘Hazardous’, courtesy of the Hazardous Project, artist Laurie Crisp

their whole Freight was expended, in Wages, Victuals, and other incident
Charges. The Ships lying there almost Two whole Summers, several of
their Bottoms were perished by the Worm, which in those Parts always
eats in the Summer Months’.
From the start, the convoy battled bad weather. September is the peak
of the hurricane season and a few days after leaving, a hurricane swept up
the East coast of the Americas. One record states, ‘England bound fleet of
ships from America was scattered by a raging hurricane at sea. Many had
to return to Virginia for repairs, other ships were lost at sea.’ A second
hurricane followed the next month.
The Hazardous master’s log gives the picture of a convoy troubled by
bad weather from the start. By the first week of October it was into ‘hard
gales and much rain’. Similar weather pursued them across the Atlantic with
several reports of ships showing distress signals and others abandoned.
The convoy often became scattered by poor visibility and weather and at
times fewer than 50 ships were in view from Hazardous.
After 52 days and more than 3,000 nautical miles, on 9 November,
Hazardous with 35 merchantmen from Virginia and two Dutch merchant
men from Surinam that had attached themselves for protection, entered
the Channel heading for the Downs.
Several ships were separated during the crossing and many lost. Some
turned back and were lost later, some were taken by the French. It was
estimated the consequent tax loss to public revenue was more than
£150,000, about half the expected annual take from the tobacco trade.
Early in the morning of 12 November, the captain of Hazardous, Richard
Browne, died in his bunk and Lieutenant John Hares took command. The
same day, Advice saw other merchantmen into Plymouth then continued
sailing East, finding Hazardous the next morning off Start Point.
Captain John Lowen of Advice thought it his duty to see the merchantmen
to their destination and took command. He ordered Captain Browne to be
11
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buried and a 20-gun salute fired.
The assembled ships set off in
light winds. Progress was slow but
by noon the next day, the convoy
was SW of Portland Bill. The
following day, the skies darkened
and the Advice log records
‘moderate gales and close weather’.
The ships struggled on in adverse
winds. After discussion with ships’
masters about the slow progress, it
was decided that the convoy should
go on, even though most ships
suffered from illness and ‘starved
for want of provisions’.
At noon on 16 November, the
Needles were to the NE. The
next day, the convoy was still SW
of Dunnose on the Isle of Wight
with the wind having freshened
and swung to the South. The ships
were little more than 100 nautical
miles from Start Point.
At midday on 18 November
the Advice log records ‘hard gales
HMS ‘Hazardous’, courtesy of the Hazardous Project,
and much rain with dark close
artist Laurie Crisp
weather’. With gale force winds
from the South, swinging wildly SE and SW, at about 5 p.m. Captain
Lowen signalled the convoy to seek shelter and led it into St Helen’s
Roads to the NE of the Isle of Wight. The Advice log states that ‘around
8pm, Advice, Hazardous and several merchantmen anchored in about 8
fathoms in the Roads’.
Unknown to Captain Lowen, Hazardous had failed to secure anchorage.
In the darkness of that November night with seas churned by gale force
winds and with blinding rain, Hazardous was blown relentlessly across
Bracklesham Bay. Spare anchors were put out as the ship bumped across the
bay striking bottom. Stores were thrown overboard and masts cut down to
reduce windage but still the ship could not be halted. At about 8am in the
morning of 19 November 1706, Lieutenant Hares had no option but to ‘cut
and run our ship onto shore for the preservation if possible of the ship’.
That morning, Advice watched as Hazardous was run ashore ‘under her
Fore Sails and Spar Set Sails with colours flying’. Boats were lowered from
Advice and a Dutch pink but none could get near Hazardous because of
the breakers. The Advice log records that a ten-oared boat was overturned
and men drowned.
The situation was recorded by an officer in Bracklesham Bay who wrote
‘seventeen Saile of Merchant Ships, unhappily at anchor amongst those
dangerous Shoales, and that also the Hazardous is on Shore near Selsey Bill’.
It is not known if the crew of Hazardous all safely made it to shore, but
a note on 19 November stated, ‘we are now indevouring to Save the men
great part of which are on Shore’.
12
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Salvaging the wreck
Two days after going aground, the commissioner of Portsmouth Dockyard
took responsibility for the wreck. He organized a team from Hazardous
crew members headed by Lieutenant Hares, instructing him to return to
the ship and save what he could. Hares reported that some stores could
be saved and, given better weather, several guns could be saved but many
were under water.
A salvage operation was organized and started in November using
Hazardous crew members and dockyard personnel, later joined by con
tractors from Emsworth. On 24 November the commissioner stated that
having visited the wreck he thought it irrecoverably lost given the position
it was in. However, the work continued through the harsh winter into
spring and in June, it was reported that a large amount of stores and sails
and 21 guns with gunnery stores had been recovered from the wreck.
On 1 October, the commissioner reported ‘the very hard gales that we
have had these two days past, have parted the Wreck of the Hazardous; and
a great piece of One of her Sides, with Two Frames is driven on shore’. He
pressed the Admiralty to authorize sale of the wreck before it disappeared
completely. On 17 October 1707, the wreck of Her Majesty’s Ship
Hazardous was sold by auction in Chichester for ‘the sum of Thirty Three
Pounds of Lawful money of Great Britain’ to an Emsworth shipwright,
about £7,750 at today’s value.
In November 1707 an account was prepared of ship’s stores saved from
Hazardous and handed to the yard. It shows that stores to a total value of
£1,168 2s. 2d. had been recovered, about £275,000 at today’s value. This
did not include the guns and gunnery stores.
The aftermath
On 27 December 1706 a court martial was convened at Spithead to enquire
into the loss of Hazardous. Captain John Lowen was found guilty of ‘ill
conduct’ for not going into Plymouth when he could have, given that
‘ye ship in so ill a condition as to ye Sickness of his men and his want
of Provisions’. They also found him guilty of ‘afterwards not making
directly with ye Merchant Ships for ye Downs’ and, after the decision to
seek shelter, that he had failed to signal that Hazardous was coming into
shoal waters which led to Hazardous missing stays and being wrecked.
He was found guilty and dismissed the Service. The court also found
Robert Bonner, Master of Advice, guilty of ‘steering an improper course
and therby bringing both her and ye Hazardous into Shoale Water’ and
dismissed him.
All Hazardous officers were exonerated.
The ship
Hazardous served just three years as an English warship, having been
taken from the French in November 1703. Le Hazardeux was launched in
1699 at Lorient and in 1701 taken into French service as a Third Rate with
50 guns. In March 1703 the ship was loaned to a privateer and on return
from Newfoundland was captured by ships of the Royal Navy. The ship
was refitted at Plymouth, renamed Hazardous and commissioned into the
Royal Navy as a 54-gun Fourth Rate.
This was a ship that was not famous and barely gets a mention in nautical
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records. She did not figure in any major battles nor did it expedition to
exotic places. She was a two-deck, mid-range warship, one of many which
at that time made up the core of all the European navies, where men and
boys, volunteers and pressed, lived, worked and died serving their country.
The Hazardous wreck is not as well known as many others around
the coast of Britain. Nevertheless, it remains a significant link to the
maritime history that was so important in the development of Britain in
the eighteenth century.
The Hazardous Project Group was formed in 1984 and consists of a
small number of avocational divers assisted by an archaeological advisor.
A more comprehensive history of this ship can be found on their site at
http://hazardousproject.info
Brian Shepherd
The Hazardous Project

The Fenland Lighter Project
Whittlesey Mere and Regatta Pleasures in the 1840s
This present column continues the current series dealing with bygone
regattas in the Fenland region, and the focus here is on Whittlesey Mere
during the early part of the Victorian reign. Until drained in the 1850s, the
Mere had long figured as a relic of the ancient Fenlands, i.e. when marshes
and sizeable lakes were much in evidence. In the eighteenth century, the
Mere had played various roles in the region’s life, not least as a valued
location for leisure activities.
A broad but shallow lake, the Mere’s boating connections have already
received attention in Topmasts 19–21, regarding recreational use in the
1770s by the Earls of Orford and Sandwich, at a time when the latter was
First Lord of the Admiralty.
Writing in the 1870s, the meteorologist S. H. Miller made use of his
detailed regional knowledge when he described Whittlesey Mere as having
been ‘a grand place for water sports’ (see Suggested Reading). The regattas
of the 1840s seem to have been popular but rather rough-and-ready affairs:
the underlying organization (as far as it existed at all) is often difficult
to ascertain. In some years, however, the Whittlesey Mere regattas were
evidently linked with the Whittlesey Gala Days, treated as general holidays
in the adjoining districts. Moreover, regatta participants evidently arrived
from such places as Wisbech, Ely and Stamford – and even further afield.
In due course, reminiscences regarding the regattas appeared in the
regional press and elsewhere: a strong oral tradition on the same theme
lasted far into the twentieth century (this tradition was part of a wider
one associated with memories of bygone Fenland lightering). The regatta
festivities involved a good deal of activity ashore, country dancing being
a very popular example. The atmosphere seems to have been remarkably
boisterous at times, helped along by plentiful refreshments, notably alcohol
in various forms. Turning now to the craft that would have been seen at
the Mere regattas of the 1840s, a noteworthy source is a monochrome
illustration that has become linked with the name of J. M. Heathcote in
the 1870s (see Suggested Reading); although an artist named Barwick
evidently did much of the work, actually during the 1840s. There are
14
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various indications that the depiction of the boats shown is accurate in the
main. Descriptive notes on half-a-dozen types follow.
A canopied boat
This seems likely to have been a
‘Fenland butt’, converted for temporary
use at a regatta. A typical butt measured
between 6 and 7 metres in length and
was, in effect, a half-scale version of a
Fenland lighter. Propulsion, as shown
in the Heathcote-Barwick illustration,
involved two stalwart individuals at A canopied boat, drawing courtesy FLP
the stern, each plying a rather short
quant. A dozen or so passengers are indicated, including some top-hatted
gentlemen in the bow, i.e. beyond the shelter provided by the canopy.
Canopied craft seem to have been quite common at Fenland festivities of
the period, reflecting a perceived need to protect ladies’ complexions from
sunburn.
Some sprit-rigged open boats
Small craft of this sort had long been
common in the Fenlands. By the 1840s,
however, use of the sprit rig for such
purposes was evidently waning.
Some very small canoes
In the Heathcote-Barwick illustration,
these appear so diminutive as to suggest
that they were intended for children’s
use.
Some cutter-rigged open boats
One of these is shown flying what
A sprit-rigged boat, drawing courtesy FLP
appears to be a white ensign at her gaffhead. She is manned by three individuals
wearing small peaked caps of a naval appearance. A relevant query figured
in the The Mariner’s Mirror during 2008, but to date it has produced no
answer (see Suggested Reading).
A ‘band boat’
Music made its contribution to the Whittlesey Mere regattas, sometimes
played ashore, some
times afloat. The Heathcote-Barwick illustration
includes a low-lying craft with several musicians in the after part of the
hull. A bass drum and various wind instruments are depicted. Towards the
bow there is a small group of passengers, among them a lady protecting
herself from the sun with a parasol.
A rather curious craft
Something of a curiosity indeed, this is a large open boat under sail, rigged
as a sort of three-masted schooner. A bowsprit helps in setting a couple
of headsails that supplement the boat’s other canvas. Various indications
suggest that this craft, both roomy and eye-catching, was intended for
what might be called ‘short joy-rides’ involving fare-paying passengers.
As already mentioned, Whittlesey Mere was drained in the 1850s. This
was done with a combination of steam-power and an early example of
the centrifugal pump: for previous comment, see The Mariner’s Mirror 78
15
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(1992), 485–6. This draining had a range of consequences. Understandably
enough, one of these involved increased Victorian attention to the use of
Fenland rivers for recreational boating.
A note on the illustrations herewith
The two sketches that accompany this column are not copied from
the Heathcote-Barwick illustration. Instead, they provide generalized
impressions of a canopied boat and a sprit-rigged boat, together with
associated personnel.

Some Suggested Reading

J. M. Heathcote, Reminiscences of Fen and Mere (London 1876). This
contains a reproduction of the Heathcote-Barwick illustration
mentioned at various points in the main text of this Topmasts column.
S. H. Miller and S. B. J. Skertchly, The Fenland Past and Present (London
1878).
H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘White ensign on Whittlesey Mere, 1842’, The Mariner’s
Mirror 94 (2008), p. 465. This provides brief discussion of the HeathcoteBarwick depiction of Whittlesey Mere: it is worth noting that this same
depiction has figured in some late twentieth-century material produced
by Cambridgeshire Libraries Publications.
H. J. K. Jenkins
Fellow, SNR

Answers to Artefact Questions in ‘Topmasts’ 30
The questions referred to artefacts recovered from the Invincible (1758)
historic wreck site in summer 2018 which lacked positive identification.
Photographs courtesy
of John Bingeman (far
left) and Bournemouth
University (left)

Question 1 What were these two blocks of wood, each with two holes
20 millimetres in diameter, used for?
Answer 1 On the assumption that no quoins were recovered from
Invincible’s lightweight 24-pounder guns (the experimental cannon
leading to future carronades), it is likely that these unusual tapered blocks
were for these guns. Conventional shaped quoins, illustrated below, were
appropriately labelled ‘9’ and ‘32’, the calibre of Invincible’s conventional
armament. This assumption is further supported by the fact that these
tapered blocks were recovered among the 9- and 32-pounder quoins. The
wedge-shaped artefacts all have two identically positioned 20-millimetre
diameter holes suggesting that they were fixed rather than moveable.
Surprisingly, four identical tapered blocks to those in question 1 were
recovered from the 98-gun St George (1785–1811) wreck site off the
Jutland coast. (Illustratons below.)
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Invincible’s 9 and 32 pounder quoins, photographs courtesy John Bingeman (top left and right) and
Bournemouth University (bottom left)
Wedge-shaped
artefacts recovered
from the St George
(1811), photograph
courtesy Tom Cousins

Question 2 What is the likely use of
this elm wood artefact from the same
wreck, length 435 mm?

Photograph courtesy Bournemouth University

Answer 2: This artefact is an oak handle for a purpose unknown with
a hole suitable for a lanyard to hang the object. It has a tapered end
opposite that possibly had a ferrous extension which has been destroyed
by corrosion while under seawater for 260 years. The only other artefact
(but smaller) with a similar
hole suitable for a lanyard was
identified as the handle for a Cato’-Nine-Tails; the nine thongs are
replicas.
John M. Bingeman
Vice-President, SNR
Cat-o’-Nine-Tails, Inv/86/333, photograph courtesy
John Bingeman, drawing courtesy Rob Kennedy
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SNR News
The Victory Medal Presentation to Dr Matthew Tanner
Matthew Tanner is the Chief
Executive of the SS Great Britain
Trust and was originally appointed
as curator in July 1997. He has
not only achieved re
markable
results over the years but has
demonstrated dedic
ation in the
preservation and restoration of the
actual SS Great Britain . He has set
new worldwide standards in the
conservation of historic ships and
also in the scientific approach or
interpretation of ships themselves.
Much of the scientific and
The Victory medal presented to Dr Matthew Tanner (left)
historical research he has instigated
by Professor Richard Harding, photograph courtesy Alistair
has been published and he has
Roach
also formed a partnership and
collaboration between the Trust and the University of Bristol which led to
the creation of the Brunel Institute in 2010. He was awarded the MBE for
‘services to maritime conservation’ in 2007 and the Trust itself has been the
recipient of numerous awards over the past fifteen years e.g. UK Museum
of the Year and the Micheletti Prize for European Industrial and Scientific
Museum of the year.
Although Matthew’s original focus was the conservation of the Great
Britain itself he has broadened the scope of the Trust to set the ship in
a wider context. This work incorporates not only Brunel, and his work
generally, but also the maritime history of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. He has recently initiated plans to incorporate and
restore the adjacent Albion dry-dock, thus bringing ship building and
repair back to the heart of Bristol.
This award could be seen as a double celebration in some ways. Not
only does it recognise Matthew’s exceptional dedication and achievements
in maritime conservation that relate to the Great Britain but it also reminds
us of the link between the Society and the ss Great Britain Trust. The
Society and individual members of it, such as Ewan Corlett, contributed
much time and effort to save this unique ship half a century ago and it is
now marvellous to see what has been achieved during the past 20 years
under Matthew’s leadership and guidance.
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Centenary Commemoration of the Scuttling of
the German High Seas Fleet
Friday 21 June 2019
The commemoration cere
mony was held on 21 June and I attended
as the guest of Orkney Islands Council. My father, Captain Mervyn
Bingeman, was a midshipman serving in HMS Royal Oak responsible for
detaining and imprisoning German sailors. His photograph album has 21
illustrations of the half-sunk ships and the operation to rescue and detain
German sailors. My father, born 8 November 1900, had joined the Royal
Navy on 1 May 1914 at the Royal Naval College at Osborne followed
by BRNC Dartmouth. He was promoted midshipman aged 16 on 1 May
1917, when he joined the battlecruiser Glorious that would engage in a
brief action near the Dogger Bank on 17 November 1917. The log reads:
Opened fire and engaged German forces (7.41 am). A/c German
forces engaged 3rd Light Cruiser Squadron, a number of torpedo
craft and minesweepers. Courses and speed as required for engaging
enemy (7.46 am-1.50 pm).

J. Dixon, ‘H.M.S. Glorious in the First World War’, Ships Monthly, 11, no.1 (1976)

My father was appointed to the Royal Oak on 11 February 1919, and
promoted acting sub-lieutenant on the 15 September 1919, aged 18.
Illustrations are taken from his photograph album.

Top left, German launches alongside ‘Royal Oak’; top right, about 400 German sailors on ‘Royal Oak’ ’s quarterdeck; below,
Korvettenkapitän Heyden (‘Hindenburg’ ’s captain) being questioned by Lieutenant Edmund H. N. Harvey with SubLieutenant Berkeley J. Parker (right), both armed with 0·45 revolvers (Copies of my father’s photographs are held in the
Kirkwall Records Office, acc. no. 2222, dated 3.06.2016
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The commemoration service was in two parts. The first part was
conducted by Militärdekan Christoph Sommer, Chaplain of the
Fleet, German navy, and held over the light cruiser SMS Dresden’s
wreck site where Royal Navy and Deutsche Marine Seebataillon
Minentaucherkompanie divers had attached a wreath with the German
ensign. After the Last Post and lowering of ensigns on board the Scottish
Northern Lighthouse Vessel Pharos, the battlecruiser von der Tann’s
bell, loaned by the German Naval Association, was tolled seven times
by Yorck-Ludwig von Reuter, grandson of Rear-Admiral Ludwig von
Reuter, who had given the scuttling order. A one-minute silence and the
reveille, followed by the laying of wreaths concluded the first service.

Northern Lighthouse Vessel ‘Pharos’ and the von der Tann bell, photographs courtesy of John
Bingeman

Of the 54 German scuttled warships, today there are just seven wrecks
remaining in Scapa Flow. The battlecruiser von der Tann’s history included
the bombardment of Great Yarmouth on 3 November and the attack on
Scarborough and Whitby on 16 December 1914. She took part in the battle
of Jutland sinking Indefatigable before all her main armament was put out
of action. After her scuttling on 21 June 1919, she was salvaged in 1930 and
her bell recovered.
Part two was conducted in the Royal Naval Cemetery on Hoy to
remember the 15 German sailors who died during the scuttling, and the
period of internment. The service was conducted by the Reverend David
Dawson, RNR chaplain to the Sea Cadets and the Royal British Legion,
Kirkwall; Militärdekan Christoph Sommer; and the Venerable Martyn
Gough QHC, Chaplain of the Fleet and Archdeacon for the Royal Navy,

Left, the 15 German grave stones; right, the Service at the start of the wreath-laying, photographs
courtesy of John Bingeman
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in the presence of Mr William Spence, HM Lord Lieutenant of Orkney. It
was a traditional service with the names of all the 15 German victims read
out; and finally the wreath laying led by the Lord-Lieutenant and Rear
Admiral Stephan Haisch, Deputy Commander DEUMARFOR, German
Navy. Other organisations laid wreaths including the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission representative, Mr Julian Evans. A combined band
of HM Royal Marines and Quintet of the Musikkorps der Bundeswehr
provided music throughout the service.
John M. Bingeman
Vice-President, SNR

Volunteer Needed
Publications and Membership Committee
The Publications and Membership Committee are seeking to recruit a new
member after Robert Gardiner stepped down recently. We are seeking
a volunteer who preferably has some experience or knowledge of the
maritime book or journal publishing sector. The committee meets as many
times as needed, usually three or four times a year, and only one of those
meetings needs to be ‘face-to-face’. Other meetings may be conducted
through any suitable medium, e.g. by e-mail, video-conferencing, etc.
As we can now conduct meetings remotely, we would welcome interest
from the many overseas members of the SNR. The face-to-face meetings
are held at a location convenient to members, currently at the National
Maritime Museum, Greenwich.
For more information, or if you would like to join us in this aspect of
the work of the Society, please contact the Chairman, Chris Holt. Chris.
Holt@northampton.ac.uk

The Future of the Museum of Knots and Sailors’
Ropework Collection
Topmasts 24 (November 2017) carried a report of a visit to the Museum of
Knots & Sailors Ropework in Ipswich and mentioned that the Chatham
Dockyard Trust had agreed to start housing the collection, dependent on
funding. Things have moved on, and I wish to share just how that came
about and how it has progressed.
In 2012, at a meeting of the Maritime Curators Group, I was challenged
with the question ‘what was my succession plan’, and took the opportunity to
talk to the director of Chatham Historic Dockyard, who was at the meeting,
raising the possibility that it might find a long-term home at Chatham.
Since then it has been a long and frustrating journey, with three
failed funding applications, but finally an agreement to fund the whole
collection’s move and its future care, has been reached. Over the next three
years the collection will slowly be moved to Chatham, where it will be
quarantined, catalogued and digitized, with proper provision being made
for the storage and relatively easy accessibility for researchers and other
interested bodies, both at Chatham and digitally, in much the same way
that the HMS Invincible collection has been dealt with.
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Before the move of the collection, Ipswich Maritime Trust took the
opportunity to create, as their seventeenth-century Window Museum
display, a special exhibition A Selection from the Collection of the Museum
of Knots & Sailor’s Ropework. The Ipswich Maritime Trust Window
Museum is on the quayside of Ipswich Wet Dock and gives the public a
museum viewable 24/7. Their displays normally change every six months.
The actual move to Chatham has been a slow affair with the first 100
items being delivered in November 2018. The conversion of the Fitted
Rigging House to Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust’s new offices,
conservation department, library and research facility has delayed matters,
but the next batch should go towards the end of June 2019. After that
I hope that things will speed up. Between Chatham Historic Dockyard
Trust and myself there is a desire that the items and all that I know about
them is properly preserved. This in itself is proving to be an interesting
exercise, as one has to put oneself in the position of recording knowledge
that I would normally take for granted.
I expect to continue to research and write on this whole area, producing
further monographs and expanding those already produced as information
comes to hand. I would welcome the chance to work with other museums
in raising awareness, helping to identify or interpret any items that they
may have, or working with Chatham to lend objects that may augment a
museum’s own collection and so make it worthwhile putting on a display.
Website see http://despawson.com/the-museum/
Des Pawson MBE
Member, SNR
Editors note
Des has published a number of monographs on topics relating to the tools
and materials that are used in the craft of knots and ropework. These
include: Some Notes on the Rogues Yarn; Marline Spikes, Fids & Other
Related Tools; Sailors’ Mats from Yarns, Strands and Sennit; and Navy
Rigger’s Blocks, Stocks or Benches. These and many others can be obtained
from https://despawson.com/mongraphs

Major research collaboration
King’s College London and US Naval War College
The new Corbett 100 project will
bring together researchers, veterans
and active military to discuss historical
perspectives on naval historian Sir Julian
Corbett and his works, but also explore
contemporary questions including
maritime strategy, defence policy, naval
theory, sea power, trade protection and
future global security.
Corbett 100 is a collaboration between
the Laughton Unit, Department of War
Studies, King’s College London and
the Hattendorf Historical Center, US Naval War College. It marks the
centenary of the death of British naval historian and maritime strategist
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Sir Julian Corbett (1854–1922) in 2022. The project will run between 2019
and 2023, featuring special publications and events.
‘Corbett believed in writing history of the highest academic standards
but designed for the use of serving officers and statesmen. Corbett’s
approach remains relevant to the twenty-first century, and this project is
not only a study for historians but will inform defence educators, decision
makers and the development of naval policy, military doctrine and both
grand and national strategy,’ said Professor Andrew Lambert, Laughton
Chair for Naval History, King’s College London.
Corbett 100 is co-directed by PhD candidate James W. E. Smith, King’s
College London and Dr D. Kohnen, Hattendorf Center for Maritime
Historical Research, US Naval War College. The project is supported
through an academic council consisting of Professor Andrew Lambert at
King’s College London and Professor John Hattendorf at the U.S. Naval
War College.
Corbett’s commitment to the education of the Royal Navy, the
integration of naval thought into national strategy and policy, and the
importance of academic rigour marked him out from the majority of
contemporary writers in the subject. A civilian and a progressive liberal in
politics Corbett developed maritime strategic naval doctrine in the context
of an evolving British system, in contrast to the work of serving officers.
Corbett understood the critical importance of the past, once suitably
analysed, in highlighting long terms trends in national security policy. His
major theoretical contribution came in 1911 with the publication of Some
Principles of Maritime Strategy, which remains the single most important
text on maritime strategy and it placed Corbett among the great strategic
thinkers.
The scholarly connections between King’s College London and the
Naval War College are deeply entwined. In the late nineteenth century,
King’s College London Professor Sir John Laughton assisted US Navy
Rear-Admiral Stephen B. Luce in efforts to establish the US Naval War
College. Laughton not only inspired Corbett but many of the ideas
attributed to US Navy Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan and the American
notion of ‘sea power’ at the dawn of the twentieth century.
For more information see https://www.kcl.ac.uk/news/kings-collegelondon-and-us-naval-war-college-in-major-research-collaboration and
www.corbett100.com
James W. E. Smith
Kings College, London

A New Merchant Navy Monument in Plymouth
Work has recently started on preparing the site for a new Merchant Navy
Monument on Plymouth Hoe. It will stand between the Royal Naval
War Memorial and the monument commemorating the tercentenary
of the defeat of the Spanish Armada. It will complement the existing
MN Memorial which is located on a wall in the Barbican, opposite the
Mayflower Steps where it is quite small and hard to find. On the Hoe the
monument will be in an appropriately more prominent position, and one
that is far better suited for commemoration services and parades.
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An artist’s impression of the site, photograph courtesy Plymouth MN Monument

The monument will recognize the vital role
of the Merchant Navy and the fishing fleet in
sustaining this country in peace and war, and
honour the many merchant seamen who lost their
lives in two world wars. The inscription will read
‘This monument is dedicated to those men and
women who serve, or have served, in the British
Merchant Navy or fishing fleets in times of both
peace and war’. The use of the word monument
rather than memorial is deliberate as it ensures
that it is not only a place of remembrance, but
also a celebration of all those who are involved
in civilian maritime activities of all sorts. The
main Merchant Navy War Memorial is located
at Tower Hill, London.
The monument itself will consist of a sculpture
of a merchant seaman, in duffle coat and sea boots,
mounted on a granite plinth similar in size and
shape to the adjacent Air Forces memorial. The
statue is based on a sculpture by William Favata,
who was a lecturer at the Plymouth School of
Maritime Studies, and has been sculpted by
Stephen Melton of Ramsgate.
The monument will be unveiled at a ceremony on Merchant Navy Day,
3 September 2019.

‘Tectona’ A People’s Project Winner
By public vote the Tectona Trust won the West Country West Region
‘People’s Project’ award of £50,000. Nationally the Tectona Trust came
fourth out of 95 entrants in the 2019 competition. The ‘People’s Project’ is
organized by the National Lottery and ITV.
The award will be used to help people of all ages, including those
with mental health issues and recovering from addiction, benefit from
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experiences working on and
maintaining
traditional
sailing
craft. The key developments will
include an increase in the number
of recovery voyages undertaken and
the establishment of a shore base
for use by members of the Tectona
Ocean Recovery Club (TORC).
The ketch Tectona was built in
1928 in Calicut India. Between 1964
and 1980 she was owned by the Lord
Mayor, Aldermen and Citizens of
Plymouth and used as a training
ship for cadets attending Plymouth
School of Navigation.
In 1980 the ship was sold to
an overseas charity, and in 2008
Tectona was purchased by a retired
general practitioner, Dr Roger
Crabtree who combined his lifetime
interests in sailing and working with
disadvantaged persons through the
The training ship ‘Tectona’ at sea off the Devon coast
use of the Tectona. For the last ten
years Tectona has been undertaking recovery voyages in which up to 12
vulnerable adults go to sea as active crew members. The seagoing experience
often changes their lives. Ben Williams, skipper of Tectona states that ‘The
change we see in people is amazing and our partner charities tell us that
those who complete a voyage are twice as likely to finish their treatment
successfully’.
The Tectona Trust was established in 2009 by Dr Roger Crabtree ‘to help
people of all ages develop and become mature and responsible individuals
through the experience of sail training activities in traditional sailing craft’.
Following his tragic death in late 2018 the Tectona was bequeathed to the
Tectona Trust and is operated today through its subsidiary company ,
Sailing Tectona CIC.
Paul Wright, Chairman of the Tectona Trust said: ‘We are absolutely
thrilled to have taken part in the People’s Project this year. It has been
a huge platform for us to raise awareness of the work we do. We thank
all for getting behind us and giving us the opportunity to help make our
community a better place for all’.
Paul Wright
Chairman of the Tectona Trust

The Anderson Fund
Anderson Medal Presentation
Each year, in memory of Dr Roger Charles Anderson, a distinguished
naval scholar and founder member of the Society, the Society awards the
Anderson medal for a book on maritime history published during the
previous year.
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Following the SNR Council meeting
on 2 May 2019, David Davies was
presented with the Anderson Medal
for his book Kings of the Sea: Charles
II, James II and the Royal Navy. The
book is a well-researched account of the
under-recognised contribution of the
brothers Charles II and James II to the
development of the Royal Navy.
Following the presentation of the
medal David spoke briefly about the
influence of Charles 11 on the Royal
Navy, and what was effectively the
birth of England’s maritime dominance.
David began by reminding the audience
of the number of people who have been
credited with being the father of the
Royal Navy, including King Alfred,
Henry V111 and Samuel Pepys, and
suggested that if Pepys had not been
such a good self-publicist, Charles
11 would have been listed among the
fathers of the Royal Navy.
Charles 11 is well known as a skilled
sailor, and is regarded as the founder of
David Davies being presented with the Anderson
English yachting, but his influence on
Medal by Admiral Sir Kenneth Eaton, photograph
the Royal Navy was much greater than
courtesy Nigel Blanchard
that of a ‘sailor king’, and David spoke
of a number of ways in which he was deeply involved in naval matters.
Among the many reforms instituted by Charles II, David referred to the
entry and training of new officers. For many years entry and promotion of
naval officers was the result of the influence of senior officers, who found
employment and promotion for their colleagues and relatives. Charles
established a process for the recruitment and training of officers that did
not require the patronage of senior officers, and subsequently instituted an
examination for progression to the rank of lieutenant. This development is
often attributed to Pepys, but David pointed out that a civil servant could
not have instituted such a massive political and social development; it had
to be the king’s decision.
David also indicated that Charles was keen to ensure that the Royal
Navy had the respect of other nations, and claimed sovereignty of all the
seas around the coast of the kingdom, as far as the coastline of most of
Northern Europe, even though it caused a great deal of friction between
the Royal Navy and ships of the other nations, sometimes resulting in the
exchange of gunfire.
Charles also took a great interest in the design of naval ships and
frequently visited Deptford and other Royal Dockyards, engaging in
detailed discussions with the shipwrights in the design of ships, and
introducing improvements in ship design and construction.
Charles, often seen as a lazy monarch, clearly had a great and influential
interest in naval affairs, and Kings of the Sea gives an excellent account of
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both the king’s influence and the issues facing the Royal Navy during the
reigns of Charles II and James II.
Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts

The Port Royal, Jamaica, Heritage Project
It was my great pleasure and
privilege to be able to speak at
the Naval Dockyards Society
Conference, National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich, on 30 March
2019 on the subject of the Port
Royal Heritage Project. Moreover,
with the support of the Society
for Nautical Research I was
able to do some further research
on other naval dockyards and
commercial docks in the United
Kingdom, including Chatham and
Portsmouth Historic Dockyards
and the Museum of the Docklands
in London. I was accompanied by a
colleague from the Port Authority
of Jamaica; the PAJ is leading on
many aspects of the Port Royal
project.
At the conference in Greenwich
I was able to meet some of the
foremost scholars on the topic
Fort Charles Museum, photograph courtesy of Jonathan
of naval dockyards, including
Greenland
Jonathan Coad, and a host of
persons who have a real interest in the development of the historic naval
dockyard of Port Royal.
Here in Jamaica we are beginning our work on substantially increasing
and improving our heritage interpretation of Port Royal. Currently there
are a number of heritage sites, a large underwater archaeological area
but very little heritage interpretation besides our small museum in Fort
Charles. This is a major Government of Jamaica-supported project that
seeks to revitalize heritage development in Port Royal and also around
Kingston harbour, Kingston, Spanish Town and beyond.
Port Royal is a sleepy fishing town these days but the people of Port
Royal, the ‘Royalists’, share an epic history. Beginning in 1655 with the
invasion of Jamaica by the English, Port Royal was identified as a key
strategic position. Sitting, as it did, in the heart of what was the Spanish
Main, Jamaica was ideally suited for preying upon and trading with the
crumbling but cash-rich Spanish Empire. Moreover, Port Royal was
ideally located for defending Kingston Harbour itself, sitting as it does
on the narrow stretch of land overlooking the main deep water channel in
and out of the harbour. This combination of historical and geographical
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realities led to the explosion of Port Royal from a sandy outpost of the
emerging English empire into the richest town in the western hemisphere.
It is a history of pirates, trade, African enslavement and sudden riches.
Fort Charles was at the heart of this development along with four other
forts that protected Port Royal and allowed the sudden evolution of a
major town on what is really a waterless sand bar. Much of this was lost
underwater in the catastrophic earthquake of 1692 that swallowed up
much of the town and its inhabitants. This led to the settling of what is
now the City of Kingston in the Liguanea Plain.
Following this period of history Port Royal had another major
development as an important part of the Royal Navy’s reach in the
western hemisphere. A large Naval base and dockyard was developed
beginning in the 1700s. It reached its zenith during the Victorian era with
the refortification of Britain’s naval outposts.
Clearly much of the historical and archival material relating to this
history is located in the UK and with the help of NDS I was able to
visit some wonderful museums and archives. At the Museum of London
Docklands I was able to see the excellent ‘London, Sugar and Slavery’
exhibition and meet with Higher Education Programme Manager Melissa
Bennett and Director Finbar Whooley. We were also given a tour of the
immersive ‘Sailortown’ exhibition by its creator, Chris Ellmers.
At the National Army Museum we were able to meet director Justin
Maciejewski, and curator Jasdeep Singh to explore their collections. In
particular we saw the original colours of the West India Regiment, but also
other works and images of this historic regiment that played a role in the
defence of Port Royal, particularly during the Napoleonic Wars.
At Historic Chatham Dockyard we met director Richard Holdsworth
who was able to give us invaluable insight into the development and
sustainability of the site, as well as a personal tour of the collections and
exhibitions. We also had a fascinating tour by historian Edward Sargent of
the original buildings designed by Edward Holl who was the architect of
a historic Naval Hospital in Port Royal.
At the Weald and Downland Museum in Sussex we met director Simon
Waddell to explore their ‘living history’ model as this is something we are
seeking to develop in Fort Charles and elsewhere. We then moved on to
Portsmouth to visit the National Museum of the Royal Navy and other
related sites. We met with director Professor Dominic Tweddle and toured
all the many exhibitions, including a new one on pirates that is very childfriendly.
One of the greatest experiences of the entire trip and possibly the most
useful was meeting with Jenny Wraight of the Admiralty Archives in
Portsmouth. This was very much the ‘motherload’ in terms of documentary
materials relating to the Port Royal Naval Dockyard but also the general
nautical history of Jamaica. We were able to see the detailed Admiralty
maps on the old dockyards and garrisons as well as many old photographs
we have never seen before which resolve many of our questions. A special
bonus was when Jenny Wraight showed us Henry VIII’s map of the
known world, which featured Jamaica among other places. The Admiralty
Archives is a fantastic resource of naval materials.
In terms of exhibition display and also treatment of catastrophic history,
one of the most fascinating and useful visits was meeting with Christopher
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Dobbs of the Mary Rose Museum. Chris was one of the original maritime
archaeologists on the Mary Rose and has a very hands-on approach to the
museum. He also has a burning enthusiasm for his craft. Coincidentally he
also has an interest in the sunken city of Port Royal and its interpretation.
The Mary Rose Museum itself is an outstanding and moving museum and
well worth the visit alone. We left with many insights into how to display
the history of the 1692 earthquake and examine the human tragedy of the
disaster.
Finally I was able to visit the National Archives, Kew, where I found
many more plans and documents relating to Port Royal as a naval base
during the Victorian era. The National Archives in addition to many plans
also has an extensive collection of letters and official documents relating to
the workings of the naval base.
All in all it was a very successful trip indeed with many connections
made, documents studied and exhibitions to be learnt from. I believe this
will benefit the study and interpretation of Port Royal immensely. I have
subsequently been bombarding all these people and institutions with
questions and this has led me to naval ordinance experts Victor Smith and
Charles Trollope who have been assisting us in determining exactly what
was in place in Port Royal at the various periods of time.
I am deeply in the debt of the SNR and NDS and in particular Dr Ann
Coats who was not only instrumental in us attending the conference We
stand on guard for thee: Dockyards and Naval Bases in North America, the
Atlantic and the Caribbean in Greenwich, but also in personally linking
me with many of the experts in the field.
Jonathan Greenland
Port Royal Heritage Project

Conference Reports
2019 Annual Conference of the
North American Society for Oceanic History (NASOH)
The 45th annual conference of the North American Society for Oceanic
History took place at New Bedford. Massachusetts, between 15 and 18
May 2019. This year’s conference was held jointly with the National
Maritime Historical Society and co-hosted by the New Bedford
Whaling Museum and the New Bedford Fishing Heritage Center. This
year’s conference theme was ‘Connecting Global and Local: The Sea and
Maritime History.’
Over the three days of the conference, there were 24 sessions, usually
with three presenters at three simultaneous 90-minute sessions in three
different locations. Under the rubric of the conference’s broad theme,
there was an extensive range of topics presented, ranging from art and
archaeology to technology, economic, social, and environmental history,
naval warfare, fishing, medicine, port history, and, of course, to honour
the location, whaling.
While many of the papers focused on the American maritime experience,
there were some presentations of much broader interest. Notably among
these was a session on ‘Trade Protection and Manpower in Eighteenthcentury Britain’. Commander Ryan Mewett, USN, a PhD candidate in
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history at The Johns Hopkins University preparing to join the faculty of
the US Naval Academy, presented a paper on the efforts to enforce the
ban on naval officers engaging in trade in West African waters in 1739.
Dr Evan Wilson of the US Naval War College presented his research on
‘Coastal Communities. Patriotism, and Impressment in Britain: The Sea
Fencibles, 1803–1810,’ while his Naval War College colleague, Dr J. Ross
Dancy, presented his recent research on the Napoleonic wars in his paper,
‘British Naval Manpower after Two Decades of War.’
Among other topics, Penelope Hardy of Xavier University in Ohio
spoke on ‘Geology and the Deep Sea in the 1870s Challenger Expedition,’
and Katherine Anderson of York University in Toronto presented a paper
on ‘A Sub for Science: The interwar expeditions of Vening Meinesz’,
the Dutch geophysicist and geodesist who used submarines to measure
gravity at sea. Medicine featured in several papers with Marti Klein of
the California State University, Fullerton, speaking on nineteenth-century
perceptions of yellow fever in the port city of Vera Cruz, Mexico. An
independent scholar, Mark J. Gabrielson, presented his research on
harbour islands as maritime cordons sanitaire.
Jeff Noakes of the Canadian War Museum spoke on the naval
architect and yacht designer William James Roué (1879–1970) and David
Zimmerman of the University of Victoria, British Columbia, discussed
Victoria and Esquimalt in the aftermath of VJ Day. David More of Queen’s
University, Kingston, Ontario, examined Canadian inland mariners in the
period between 1775 and 1815.
Dealing with earlier periods of history, Antoinieta Reis Leite of the
University of Coimbra, Portugal, provided an insightful presentation
on ‘Planning city-sea connections during the Early Portuguese Atlantic
Settlement Process’ in the Azores and Madeira. Caroline Marris of
Columbia University discussed the city of St Malo and its attempt to
become an independent maritime republic during the time of the Dutch
Revolt in the late sixteenth century.
The conference featured a closing banquet and several receptions,
including one for graduate students and earlier those just starting
their careers in the maritime history field. As with nearly all NASOH
conferences, a boat tour was included to explore the harbour and nearby
coastal area from the water.
During the business meeting, NASOH elected Dr Amy MitchellCook, chair of the history department at the University of West Florida,
as its new president. The next NASOH conference will take place at the
University of West Florida in Pensacola, Florida, on 14–17 May 2020. For
more details, see the NASOH website www.nasoh.org
During the closing banquet, Book Prize Committee chairman, Dr Paul
E. Fontenoy, announced the annual John Lyman Book Awards for works
published in the year 2018. The winners were:
Canadian Naval and Maritime History
Michael Palin, Erebus: One Ship, Two Epic Voyages, and the Greatest
Naval Mystery of All Time, Random House Canada
US Naval History
Christopher McKee, Ungentle Goodnights: Life in a Home for Elderly
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and Disabled Naval Sailors and Marines and the Perilous Seafaring
Careers That Brought Them There, Naval Institute Press
Honorable Mentions
Scott Mobley, Progressive in Navy Blue: Maritime strategy, American
empire, and the transformation of U.S. naval identity, 1873–1898, Naval
Institute Press
William N. Still Jr, Victory Without Peace: The United States Navy in
European waters, 1919–1924, Naval Institute Press
US Maritime History

Matthew R. Bahar, Storm of the Sea: Indians & Empires in the Atlantic’s
Age of Sail, Oxford University Press
Honorable Mention
Matthew McKenzie, Breaking the Banks: Representations and realities in
New England fisheries, 1866-1966, University of Massachusetts Press
Naval and Maritime Science and Technology

Jason W. Smith, To Master the Boundless Sea: The U.S. Navy, the Marine
Environment, and the Cartography of Empire, University of North
Carolina Press
Honorable Mention
Roger C. Smith (ed.), Florida’s Lost Galleon: The Emanuel Point
shipwreck, University Press of Florida
Naval and Maritime Reference Works and Published Primary Sources

Honorable Mention
Anna Gibson Holloway and Jonathan W. White, ‘Our Little Monitor’:
The greatest invention of the Civil War, Kent State University Press
Professor John B. Hattendorf, FSNR
Corresponding Member of the SNR for the USA

Calls for Papers
Naval Dockyards Society
Where Empires Collide: Dockyards and Naval Bases
in and around the Indian Ocean

Saturday 4 April 2020, National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
This one-day conference will examine the role of naval bases and other
naval support facilities in the Indian Ocean and its inlets, the Red Sea and
Persian Gulf. Some suggested themes follow but applications are invited
on new research or a new interpretation of any related topic.
Were bases built to defend colonies, to control colonies, or to act as
springboards for attacking the enemy? Were they for the suppression
of local forces, the engagement of opposing commercial companies in
the days of the East India Company, etc., or were they adjuncts to the
European struggles? How useful were these bases in the seventeenth to the
twentieth centuries? What facilities existed and how were they resourced?
What were the main influences on ship construction and the design of
naval facilities? How did national bases differ? How developed were they?
How were they organized? What was the financial burden to the states
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that established them? How dependent upon their hinterland were they?
To what extent did they develop their own operating practices? How have
their heritage opportunities been developed?
In no way is it intended to restrict this to the colonizing powers of
France, Great Britain, Denmark, Portugal and the Netherlands, although
it is expected that several presentations will be given on the facilities
that they created, fully recognizing the role of the British East India
Company, Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (the Dutch United
East India Company), Compagnie française pour le commerce des Indes
orientales (the French East India Company) and the Portuguese Estado.
However, it is hoped that submissions will also cover naval facilities
established by Persia, Oman, the Ottoman Empire, Qawāsim, the
independent naval states of India including the Maratha and Mughal
Empires.
If your proposal is accepted, the NDS will pay standard UK travel
expenses (not international flights), your conference fee and lunch, publish
it in our Transactions and give you a complimentary copy. Your talk will
be 20-40 minutes. The published paper will be 6–10 thousand words long,
required three months after the conference for editing. Please send your
title and 300-word synopsis (and any queries) by 30 October 2019 to: Dr
Philip MacDougall, philip.macdougall@btinternet.com

7th International Congress For Underwater Archaeology
Delivering the Deep: Visions for the Future

2–5 June 2020, Helsinki, Finland
Call for papers will be open until 28.8.2019
Abstracts for papers and posters may only be submitted online via
the submission form. As a first author, you can submit one abstract. All
abstracts are subject to double blind-review process.
Chairs to be announced later. In case you are interested in chairing and/
or co-chairing the sessions proposed, please submit your indication of
interest by email to the IKUWA7 team: ikuwa7@gmail.com
We warmly welcome your abstract; please choose a suitable session for
your poster or oral presentation. Good luck and see you in Helsinki!
For full details of the topics to be discussed at this conference, please go
to:
https://www.helsinki.fi/en/conferences/7th-international-congressfor-underwater-archaeology/call-for-papers
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The Hakluyt Society
Captain Cook after 250 Years: Re-exploring
the Voyages of James Cook
7–8 February 2020, Sorbonne University
An international conference on Captain James Cook’s voyages (1768–79)
organized by the Society for the Study of Anglophone travel literature
(SELVA), the Hakluyt Society (editor of primary records of historic
voyages, travels and other geographical material), Histoire et Dynamique
des Espaces Anglophones, EA 4086 (HDEA) and Voix Anglophones:
Littérature et Esthétique, EA 4085 (VALE), supported by Laboratoire
de Recherches sur les Cultures Anglophones, CNRS, University of Paris
Diderot, UMR 8225 (LARCA).
Welcoming the presence of Captain James Cook’s voyages on the
syllabus for the French competitive exam of the agrégation in 2020, an
international conference will be held at Sorbonne University on Friday
7 February (all day) and Saturday 8 February (in the morning) 2020,
Amphithéâtre Georges Molinié, Maison de la Recherche, rue Serpente,
Paris.
The Penguin edition that provides the textbook for the students (James
Cook, The Journals, ed. Philip Edwards [1999], Penguin Classics, 2003,
646 pp) is based on the four-volume edition of Cook’s journals published
by the Hakluyt Society.
Paper proposals may be on (but are not limited to):
• the link between Cook’s voyages, the discovery of new territories and
cartography
• the historical impact of his discoveries; the role and impact of voyages
in the construction of the British Empire;
• other exploration travels that took place in the 1770s, such as those of
Joseph Banks to Iceland through the Hebrides in 1772 or Phipps in
the Arctic Ocean in 1773. In France Bougainville went on his world
tour in 1766 and published his Voyage autour du monde in 1771.
• the influence of colonial discourses and the economic aims of sea
expeditions; the profit-motivated voyages of privateers like Woodes
Rogers earlier on in the century (A Cruising Voyage round the World,
1712); the realization that capitalism and mercantilism were only
possible by seizing the wealth overseas; the development of overseas
commerce;
• the status of voyagers (geographers? scientists? ethnographers? writers?);
• the technological and scientific dimensions of Cook’s expeditions;
• the different kinds of people on board: botanists, naturalists, scientists,
artists etc.
• the aesthetic and literary dimensions of Cook’s Journals: for example,
William Hodges, an artist on board with James Cook during his
second voyage, was the author of a number of drawings and paintings
such as A View taken in the Bay of Oaite Peha Otaheite (1773). His
productions had to be very accurate as geographical documents, but
they also had an aesthetic dimension;
• philosophical developments on the ‘bon sauvage’ in Britain and
France (Diderot);
• the reception, translation and edition of Cook’s writings.
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An online peer-reviewed publication will follow and the articles will
have to be submitted very shortly after the conference.
Please send your proposals (title with 15-line summary, preferably in
English), along with a short bio-bibliographical note, to Emmanuelle
Peraldo (Emmanuelle.PERALDO@univ-cotedazur.fr), Pierre Lurbe
(pierrelurbe@gmail.com), and Ladan Niayesh (niayesh@univ-parisdiderot.fr) before Monday 30 September 2019.
https://hakluytsociety.wordpress.com/2019/07/03/call-for-papers-captain-cook-after-250-years/

Conferences
Canadian Nautical Research Society
Lower Lakes, Upper Lakes: Connecting Maritime Heritage,
Part 2
22–24 August 2019, Thunder Bay, Ontario
This is the 2018 CNRS-SCRN Conference and Annual General Meeting.
The Upper Great Lakes have been significantly impacted by
transportation systems that merged water with land. The westerly
movement of people, manufactured goods, and coal led to the easterly
shipment of grain and iron ore. Settlements emerged where steamships
could connect with railways, with an infrastructure of elevators, freight
sheds, and port-related industries such as dry docks and shipbuilding.
Shipping and port activities left a rich legacy of memory, artefacts, and
documents that have begun to fade with the transition of these waterfront
communities to residential and recreational uses.
Further details will be published at
https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/admin/conferences_e.html

Hakluyt Society Symposium 2019
Rethinking Power in Maritime Encounters, 1400–1900
5-6 September 2019, P. J. Veth, Nonnensteeg 1–3, 2311 VJ Leiden, room
1.01
Registration is now open!
Please register via this link before 1 September 2019. The full registration
fee is €50. The fee for Hakluyt Society Members and LinschotenVereeniging members is €25. Lunch and tea/coffee will be provided on
both days. Hakluyt Society Student Members attend the symposium
for free, and should register by emailing hakluytleiden2019@gmail.com
(please include your membership number in your email). To become a
Hakluyt Society (student) member, follow the instructions here.

SS Great Britain and Society for Nautical Research
Connecting the Oceans
Friday, 6 September 2019, 17:00–Saturday, 7 September 2019, 18:00,
Brunel’s SS Great Britain, Gas Ferry Road, Bristol, BS1 6TY
A conference under the joint auspices of the SS Great Britain and the
Society for Nautical Research, to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the SNR
co-ordinating her salvage in 1969.
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The nineteenth century was a period of astonishing change in the
maritime world. The advent of steam technology ended the age-old
dependence on wind and tide, shortened voyages, ended some trades and
enabled others, destroyed or made entire professions, caused the demise of
many ports and contributed to the rise of others, and brought prosperity
to individuals, cities, and entire regions. The SS Great Britain, and the
variety of roles she played in her long life – ocean liner, troopship, emigrant
ship, collier – epitomises these remarkable developments, and will provide
an iconic venue for a major conference to discuss these themes. The
involvement of the Society for Nautical Research marks and remembers
the major contribution of the society, and individual members of it, to the
campaign to save and bring home this unique ship.
The conference will focus on the following themes:
• Trade, communication and migration.
• Politics, diplomacy and war (and other conflicts).
• Economic & Social aspects – e.g. the experiences of crew and
passengers; the impact on maritime and other communities; shipbuilding, engineering, ports and regions.
The full programme is available at: https://snr.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2019/07/connecting_the_oceans_conference_booklet_online.pdf
International speakers from a variety of backgrounds will present a
varied and diverse range of papers. Keynote speakers will be Dr Helen
Doe, Dr Graeme Milne and Captain Peter King.
Tickets £25–£35 from https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/connecting-theoceans-tickets-63420509451

Centre for Port and Maritime History Annual Conference
Art and the Sea
13 September 2019 Liverpool,
Interest in maritime art and its role
in art history has reignited in recent
years and this conference provides
an opportunity for examination
and reassessment of this field. The
theme of Art and the Sea lends itself
to interdisciplinary approaches and
subject matter. It is anticipated that
interest will arise from those working in art history, transport history,
sociology, maritime studies, natural history, engineering, biology and
many other areas. Submissions for conference papers on the theme of ‘Art
and the Sea’ from these and other disciplines are welcome.
The sea and maritime travel are subjects of universal fascination. For
centuries, the sea inspired both fear and fascination and, unsurprisingly,
these emotions fuelled artists and craftspeople to create work in response.
Traversing the sea was often laborious which led to sailors developing new
crafts or to vessels being decorated to entertain or provide interest.
Registration fees are £10 for non-concessions or free for concessions.
There will be a conference reception during the evening of Friday 13
September.
Emma Roberts, CPMH Committee, e.e.roberts@ljmu.ac.uk
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19th International Congress of Maritime Museums
Mariehamn, Åland & Stockholm, Sweden

15–20 September 2019
Arranged by Åland Maritime Museum Trust in co-operation with the
Swedish National Maritime Museums.
The next ICMM biennial Congress returns to northern Europe with a
unique format. The Congress begins in Stockholm, Sweden on Sunday 15
September, then moves by Baltic ferry - with Congress sessions onboard
- to Mariehamn in the Åland Islands of Finland. Here the Aland Maritime
Museum hosts the final days of the Congress.
For further information and the programme, please go to https://www.
maritima.se/icmm

2019 McMullen Naval History Symposium
US Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD #McMullen19
19–20 September 2019
The year 2019 marks numerous anniversaries in naval history. It is the
75th anniversary of the battle of Leyte Gulf, the 50th anniversary of the
North Korean shootdown of Deep Sea 129, the 150th anniversary of the
establishment of the US Navy Good Conduct Medal, the 150th anniversary
of the Japanese battle of Hakodate during the Meji Restoration, and the
200th anniversary of US Congress giving the Secretary of the Navy sole
responsibility for the naming of ships. From operational history, to social
history, to political history, and every approach in between, the naval and
maritime history of the United States and the wider world remain rich
areas of research and scholarship.
Further information on the 2019 McMullen Naval History Symposium
will be available online at
https://www.usna.edu/History/Symposium/index.php

Maritime History North and Sponsors
Warships, Liners, Submarines and the Mayfly Airship
Built in Barrow

Saturday 28 September 10:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m., The Forum, Barrow
Maritime History North with their co-sponsors present their autumn
2019 conference.
The topics presented will cover the history of what is now Vickers
Shipbuilding and Engineering Ltd (VSEL), the contribution they made to
warship design and construction, to include their warships built around the
turn of the twentieth century, plus the Mayfly Airship and their ongoing
program of nuclear submarine building
Keep the date free for what will be a day of interesting and informative
presentations. Further information on the program, ticket sales and prices,
parking and local accommodation will be promulgated shortly
The conference will be co-sponsored and supported by the Society
for Nautical Research, the local branches of Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, the Institution of Engineering and Technology, the Royal
Institution of Naval Architects, Barrow and District Association of
Engineers, the Society of the Professional Engineers of South Cumbria
and others.
Please note: MHN has new email address for conference administration,
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conference.mhn@gmail.com. It has been decided that it is sensible to
separate the conference administration from the treasurer’s information,
hence this new account. Please would you use this for ticket applications
and advice of electronic payment. Any cheques and ‘snail mail’ can
continue to be sent to our Treasurer at the usual address in Harrogate.

The Society for Nautical Research (South)
The Ultimate Challenge Sailing Solo Round The World
Saturday 9 November 2019, 10 a.m.–4.30 p.m., The Royal Naval Club
& Royal Albert Yacht Club in Old Portsmouth
The aim of the event is to create a greater awareness of the personal and
technical demands of long distance ocean sailing. The speakers will tell
how single-handed sailors, yacht designers and equipment manufacturers
deal with those demands. The speakers will be:
Nic Compton Yachting Journalist, The Sailors - leading solo yachtsmen
& yachtswomen, based on interviews carried out as a journalist.
Tom Cunliffe Sailor, Author & TV Presenter, The Boats past and present
developments in ocean yacht design.
Mike Bender Yachtsman & Clinical Psychologist, The Mindset - the
psychological aspects of solo long distance ocean sailing
Alan Priddy Round the World Sailor & Design Engineer, The Gear the development of equipment and instruments for ocean yachts and
highlight the latest products available.
Cost £50 (includes lunch & parking)
Bookings & Enquiries: 02392 831 461; email: snrsouth1@gmail.com

Nautical Archaeology Society with the Ordnance Society
2019 Conference
Wooden Walls and Stone Bastions
Ship and ordnance remains on land and under the sea
16–17 November, Portland Building, University of Portsmouth
The Nautical Archaeology Society and the Ordnance Society are excited
to be co-hosting a two-day conference examining how ship and ordnance
remains found on land and under the sea help our understanding of our
maritime past.
For further details in due course, contact the Nautical Archaeology
Society: https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/annual-conference

Exhibitions
D-Day 75 Children’s Trail at Fleet Air Arm Museum
Until 30 September 2019, 10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m., Fleet Air Arm Museum,
Yeovilton
Bring the kids to learn all about D-Day with a special trail at Fleet Air
Arm Museum commemorating the 75th year of the Normandy landings.
The history of the Royal Navy is preserved for the benefit of todays and
future generations by the National Museum of the Royal Navy (NMRN),
which includes four museums of the Royal Navy (NMRN Portsmouth &
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HMS Victory, Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Fleet Air Arm Museum
and the Royal Marines Museum).
Together they tell the story of the Royal Navy - On the Sea, Under the
Sea, In the Air and On the Land.
Alongside the elements highlighted in the D-Day trail you can explore
four exhibition halls, over ninety aircraft and over 2 million records and 30
thousand artefacts the Museum is Europe’s largest naval aviation Museum.
In addition it houses the first British Concorde which you can go on board,
view the cockpit and visit the award winning Aircraft Carrier Experience.
The Fleet Air Arm Museum is a must-see attraction if you are visiting
the Southwest, Devon, Dorset, Wiltshire or Somerset, with its wide range
of helicopters and fixed wing aircraft exhibits. A perfect all weather venue
for family holidays and days out with the kids.

Events
Brunel’s SS Great Britain: Cricket World Cup Exhibition
Until Sunday 29 August 2019

A special exhibition to celebrate
the Cricket World Cup
Cricket teams from across
the world will be jet-setting
to England and Wales for the
Cricket World Cup this summer.
But 158 years ago, they travelled
very differently.
Before any sporting world cup
events were established, the All
England cricket team travelled
from England to Australia aboard the SS Great Britain in 1861 and
1863, paving the way for the international sporting competitions that we
recognize today. To celebrate this story, there will be a special exhibition
at Brunel’s SS Great Britain.
E. M. Grace, the brother of W. G. Grace, and one of the cricketers who
travelled on the ship in 1863, kept a diary of his two-month voyage. This
journal, photographs and other incredible objects, make up a fascinating
exhibition detailing the stories of these international cricket team tours.
You can also explore the very decks that those famous cricketers roamed
for insights into what life onboard would have been like.
Included in the price of admission, BUY TICKETS

Maritime Archaeology
27 September 2019, 9.15 a.m.–3.30 p.m., The Historic Dockyard,
Chatham,
This course will comprise of three morning talks from expert speakers,
covering a range of issues in maritime heritage/archaeology. The speakers
will cover themes on the history and work of the dockyard at Chatham,
the built heritage and conservation of maritime architecture at Portsmouth
dockyard, and marine archaeology across east Kent.
In the afternoon there will be a guided tour of the Dockyard, introduced
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by the Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust and led by expert speaker Peter
Kendall of Historic England.
The speakers are:
Peter Kendall, Principal Inspector of Ancient Monuments at Historic
England,
Heather Jermy, Partner and Head of Heritage at Purcell.
Lara Band, lead archaeologist for the CITiZAN East Kent Coast
Discovery Programme
Cost £85, to include lunch. For more information and to book a place,
go to: https://www.placeservices.co.uk/courses/conservation/maritimearchaeology/

Nautical Archaeology Society
Walking Tour of Roman and Medieval London Ports
Saturday 5 October 2019, 10:00–15:00
On this walking tour you will explore present day London looking for the
physical evidence for the Roman and medieval ports of London. Under
the guidance of Dr Stuart Brookes, from the University College London,
you will explore the topographical development of the Roman, AngloSaxon and Medieval port, its monuments, plan and spatial characteristics,
place names and topography.
Anyone with an interest in historic London, ports and ancient ships will
find this walking tour fascinating. Participants will gain a new perspective
on the capital city and will learn about its early history, the ports that led
to its growth and the ships that plied the Thames.
Start: St Martin-in-the-Fields, Trafalgar Square, Finish: Tower of
London
Cost: NAS Non Members £65, NAS Members £40
Details at: https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/Event/event-1

Historic Wooden Boat and Ship Construction
12 October 10:00–13 October 16:30, HMS Trincomalee
Do you know your futtock from your frame? What about your adze from
your awl? If you are fascinated by the craftsmanship of wooden vessels
but baffled by the terminology and number of parts then come to this
course and NAS Senior Tutor, and former shipbuilder Ian Cundy, will
explain it clearly.
On this two-day course you will learn about the different materials
used in constructing wooden vessels, the methods and tools used in
construction and what all the different pieces are called. Through a
mixture of presentations and practicals, you’ll get an understanding of
how wooden vessels go together, so that when you see them in various
states of repair on the beach or underwater, you’ll be able to understand
what you’re looking at.
We will be using Britain’s oldest wooden warship still afloat, HMS
Trincomalee, as a case study for learning about wooden vessel construction
and we’ll have a guided tour of this historic vessel on the 202nd anniversary
of her launch on Saturday 12 October.
Cost: NAS Non Members £170, NAS Members £120
Details at: https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/Event/historicwooden-boat-and-ship-construction
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Lectures
National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
Caird Library Research Seminars
Seminars are on Mondays. There will be no seminars in January, February
and August. All seminars will be held between 15.30 and 16.30, and will
take place in The Caird Library, Sammy Ofer Wing, National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich, London SE10 9NF
Members of the Museum, adult learners, independent researchers,
academic and university students and members of the public are welcome
to attend the seminars. No booking is necessary!
For further information please contact the Research Administrator on
020 8312 6716 or email: research@rmg.co.uk
Convenor: Martin Salmon
2 September Ethnographic collecting and the politics of restitution
on Matthew Flinders’ Australian voyages, 1798–1803, Daniel
Simpson, Caird short-term fellow
This talk discusses contested practices of collecting and restitution
on-board Matthew Flinders’ early Australian voyages. Though
Flinders and his crew acquired numerous Indigenous Australian
objects, an array of moral and philosophical considerations soon
brought about their return. Surviving records of an encounter at
Fraser Island in 1802 suggest that early nineteenth-century concerns
about object collecting were not, therefore, altogether dissimilar to
museum debates about object repatriation occurring today.
7 October The demography of the Victorian Navy David Shepherd,
independent scholar
The national censuses have been used to create databases of
occupation, birthplace, age and marital status for all the men in almost
all of the Royal Navy’s ships that were in commission in 1861, 1881
and 1901. Analyses of these databases show that the demography
of the Royal Navy changed greatly, both geographically and over
time, in response to Admiralty policy and variations in the social and
economic conditions around the British Isles.
4 November Queen Maria Carolina of Naples: adventures in
portraiture Dr Allison Goudie, Curator of Art
Queen Maria Carolina of Naples, while not a household name in
Britain like her friends and allies Lady Emma Hamilton and Admiral
Lord Nelson, was a key player in the Napoleonic period, and in the
Nelsonian story. Her iconography has only recently become the
subject of art historical attention. How might studying her portraits,
and her relationship with portraiture of diverse kinds, cast light on
the collections at Royal Museums Greenwich and its more familiar
protagonists?
2 December Sailor Craft: Maritime making in the long nineteenth
century Maya Wassell-Smith, Collaborative Doctoral Partnership
PhD student
Nineteenth-century sailors were proficient and prolific makers, who
could carve, knot, sew and tattoo. These men worked with what they
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could find; they shopped or traded for materials and scavenged for
shipboard scraps. Sailors used their craft skill for utility, for their
personal enjoyment and for the benefit of others. This talk will focus
on objects and accounts which give us a sense of how, why and for
whom sailors crafted.

Meet the Experts
Wednesdays at 13:00, The Great Hall, The Queen’s House
Join curators and conservators as they discuss highlights of the Queen’s
House
4 September Disappearance and the Sea Melanie Vandenbrouck,
Curator of Art (post-1800)
11 September The Only Man Who Could Have Lost the War in an
Afternoon Andrew Choong, Curator of Historic Photographs and
Ships Plans
Taking Monnington’s portrait as a starting point, this talk aims to
reappraise Jellicoe’s contribution to the Royal Navy in the critical
period 1897 to 1919
18 September Talk title to be confirmed – Sarah Hardy, Curator of the
De Morgan Foundation
This talk will mark the centenary of Evelyn de Morgan’s death
25 September Van de Velde Pen paintings – Allison Goudie, Curator of
Art (pre-1800)

National Museum of the Royal Navy, Fleet air Arm Museum
Yeovilton, Somerset
Friends of the Fleet Air Arm Museum

Talks are held in the FAAM auditorium on the last Thursday of each month
(except August and December) at 19.30. The entry price is £7.00 (unless
otherwise stated). Non-members are welcome. The price includes light
refreshments, including a glass of wine. These are very popular events and
numbers are limited. Tickets are available online and from the Museum
Ticket Box during normal museum opening hours. Remaining tickets can
be bought on the night as capacity allows. For any queries please contact
the Museum Ticket Box on 01935 842617.
26 September AGM Followed by a talk, KC-35 Operations Jack Froelich
31 October Jackie Moggridge, ATA Pilot Candida Atkins talks about
her mother
28 November The Barracuda Restoration Project David Morris
Plus . . . Sale of Navy Wings Christmas cards, etc.
Please note that talks start promptly at 19.30. Entry is via the lower
(wheelchair) access. Latecomers should ring the bell at the left of the gate
to gain admission. Further lectures in this series will be announced at:
http://www.fleetairarmfriends.org.uk/monthly-talks/

Annual E .G. R. Taylor lecture
Thursday 10 October 6:30 p.m.–7:30 p.m. (doors open at 5:30 p.m.)
Isaac Newton and the Haven-Finding Art Professor Simon Schaffer
Isaac Newton never went to sea, but maritime affairs played an important
role in his career, in studies ranging from resistance to the movement
of hulls to the vexed problems of longitude determination, the set of
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techniques E. G. R. Taylor mapped out in her history of navigation as
the ‘Haven-finding Art’.
The lecture traces these interests, and uses them to replace Newton and
his enterprises in the cultures of geography and navigation that helped
encourage work in the mathematical sciences and natural philosophy in
Baroque England.
The lecture is free but spaces are limited, so please book in advance.
Post-lecture supper £30, must be booked by noon on 7 October.
Cancellations/changes will not be accepted. Full details at: https://www.
rgs.org/events/autumn-2019/isaac-newton-and-the-haven-finding-art/

Friends of HMS ‘Trincomalee’
25 September Annual General Meeting to include a report from the
National Museum of the Royal Navy, Hartlepool
23 October From Post-Chaise to Cable: Naval communication in the
nineteenth century Hugh Turner
27 November ‘The Coronia’ - a talk about the Dunkirk little ship being
restored at the marina in Hartlepool Pauline Field
All these events will take place at the Historic Quay. Refreshments are
available from 19:00, and talks start at 19:30. These events are free for
Friends; accompanying guests are charged £3 each.

The Society for Nautical Research (South)
12 October ‘Jeune Ecole’: Warship Strategy 1870 to 1918 Nick Hawkins
14 December AGM The Pursuit of the Bismarck Richard Blake.
All meetings will be held at 2pm in the Royal Naval Club & Royal Albert
Yacht Club, 17 Pembroke Road, Old Portsmouth, PO1 2NT Bar Lunches
are available in the Upper Bar from Noon

2019 Lecture Programmes Not Yet Published
The following organisations have not yet released details of their 2019
Lecture Programmes. The normally start before the next edition of
Topmasts in November, and when published the 2019 details can be found
at the following websites.
Kings Maritime History Seminars
http://www.maritimehistory.org.uk/kings-seminars/
University of Exeter Centre for maritime Historical Studies Seminar
Programme
https://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/history/research/centres/maritime/
newsandevents/seminars/
The Wellington Trust Heritage Evenings
http://www.thewellingtontrust.com/events/category/heritage-evenings/
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Books by Members
Dan Mirkin Sailing to the Holy Land BAR International
Publishing, £22
This book, unlike most studies dealing with the Crusaders’
voyages by sea across the Mediterranean and their arrival at
the shores of the Levant, looks at this feat from a seaman’s
point of view. To this end, it examines the types of ships,
the sails and rigging that were used at the time, drawing
on the author’s personal experience and knowledge of the
wind regime of the region. It also tackles the problems of
transporting cargo, humans and horses, and the management
of large fleets and their navigational difficulties. The book
deals with the question of landing on the flat coast of Palestine. It looks
into the connection between seaside Crusader castles and the sea at their
foot, taking as a case study the mooring basin below the Apollonia-Arsuf
castle. This examination includes under-water digging and sub-bottom
profiling using special equipment, and reveals interesting finds which call
for further research.
This book will appeal to scholars, students and researchers of medieval
history and marine archaeology. It will be of interest to historians in
general and to those focusing on the Holy Land in particular, as well as
marine historians, and students of migrations and pilgrimage. Amateur
Lateen sailing clubs (such as ‘Vela Latina’) and their members may find
interest in the section dealing with the history and implementation of the
Lateener in the medieval period.
Marcus Faulkoner, Christopher M. Bell, James Goldrick
and 6 others Decision in the Atlantic, Andarta Books,
University Press of Kentucky, £37.50
The Battle of the Atlantic was the longest campaign of the
Second World War. This volume highlights the scale and
complexity of this bitterly contested campaign, one that
encompassed far more than just attacks by German U-boats
on Allied shipping.
The team of leading scholars assembled in this study
situates the German assault on seaborne trade within the
wider Allied war effort and provides a new understanding
of its place within the Second World War. Individual
chapters offer original perspectives on a range of neglected or previously
overlooked subjects: how Allied grand strategy shaped the war at sea;
the choices facing Churchill and other Allied leaders and the tensions
over the allocation of scarce resources between theaters; how the battle
spread beyond the Atlantic Ocean in both military and economic terms;
the management of Britain’s merchant shipping repair yards; the defense
of British coastal waters against German surface raiders; the contribution
of air power to trade defense; antisubmarine escort training; the role of
special intelligence; and the war against the U-boats in the Arctic and
Pacific Oceans.
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Richard Martin Ships of the Chester River Bridge Books
£16.00 paperback
Ships of the Chester River is the history of more than 600
vessels that were launched after 1800 in the Dee estuary, in
Chester and North Wales, and the families and companies
that built them.
Although the industry on the Dee was not on the scale
of that on the neighbouring Mersey estuary, ship building
was a significant business in both Chester and the Dee ports
throughout the nineteenth century. This is the first book to
be published on this subject, and reveals the great variety
of Chester River vessels which sailed all over the world, serving in many
different and interesting roles.
Royal Commission (author), Mark Redknap (editor), Sian
Rees (editor), Alan Aberg (editor) Wales and the Sea:
10,000 Years of Welsh Maritime History £24.99 paperback
Archaeological finds from Wales, including Bronze Age
boats, Roman ships and their cargoes, the medieval Newport
ship and the seventeenth-century royal yacht Mary, testify
to the long history of Wales as a seafaring nation. This book
evokes the impact of the sea through the artistic and cultural
imagination with coastal maps, naval paintings, seascapes,
poetry, song, popular seaside souvenirs, and archival photographs.
Comprehensive, up-to-date, and rooted in scholarship, but written to be
enjoyed by the general reader. Fully illustrated.
James Davey and Quintin Colville (eds) A New Naval
History (Cultural History of Modern War), Manchester
University Press, £80 (Amazon £14.86)
This volume unites many of the most significant and
interdisciplinary approaches to contemporary naval history.
The last few decades have witnessed a transformation
in how this field is researched and understood, and the
contributors to this publication include historians of race,
sexuality, gender, material culture, popular culture and
fine art. A generation ago, the study of naval history was a
largely self-contained world. Its priorities and themes were
understood and accepted, revolving broadly around issues
of warfare, command and leadership, strategy and tactics,
technology and weaponry. These crucial subjects remain. However,
historians working within the discipline, and others from outside it who
have identified the navy as fertile ground for analysis, have between them
opened new perspectives on the subject. As a result, the assumptions of
naval history have altered, and a variety of approaches now have a stake
in defining it. This volume captures some of the resulting range of a field
that continues to develop apace. It examines – through the prism of naval
affairs – issues of nationhood and imperialism; the legacy of Nelson; the
socio-cultural realities of life in ships and naval bases; and the processes
of commemoration, journalism and stage-managed pageantry that plotted
the interrelationship of ship and shore.
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This bold and original publication will be essential for undergraduate
and postgraduate students of naval and maritime history. Beyond that,
though, it marks an important intervention into wider historiographies
that will be read by scholars from across the spectrum of social history,
cultural studies and the analysis of national identity.

Society for Nautical Research
Membership Report
1 April 2019 to 30 June 2019
New Members
George Hornby Rainham, Kent
Lars Bergman Stockholm, Sweden
Andrew Fagal Pennsylvania, USA
William Lyon Hayling Island, Hampshire
Olivier Lefebvre Yvelines, France
Leslie Taylor Liverpool
Edmund Wilkinson Douglas, Isle of Man
John Maynard London
Mark West London
Ian McNiven Victoria, Australia
Peter Downing Eaves, Leicestershire
Laurence Bergreen New York, USA
David Craddock Ashburton, Devon
Simon Willerton Gosport, Hampshire
Ian Murray Sunderland
Shaun Williams Elgin, Illinois, USA
Deborah De Frank Knoxville, Tennessee, USA
Richard Pollard London
Robert Eastham Buith, Powys
Alexander Howlett Vancouver, Canada
Students
Joseph Casey Surrey
Dominic Lazell Holt, Norfolk
Evan Mortimer Harrogate, North Yorkshire
Mark Learey Eastbourne, East Sussex
Reported Deaths
John Harland Kelowna, British Columbia
Captain G. C. Pullen Cardiff, Wales
D. A. Taylor Gwent, Wales
Llewellyn Howland Massachusetts, USA
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